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Open the accessibility settings

Vision: Turn on VoiceOver

• Open the Settings app. Scroll down and tap
Accessibility.

• VoiceOver tells you what’s on your device’s
screen out loud, so you don’t have to see your
screen

• You will see 3 sections in the accessibility
settings:
o Vision: these settings let you adjust how
you see or hear things on your device
o Physical and Motor: these settings let you
use your voice to control your device
o Hearing: these settings let you control
sound settings. For example, you can set up
sound alerts and add captions when you play
videos.
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• In the Vision menu, tap VoiceOver. Then tap
the switch next to VoiceOver so that it turns
green. You’ll hear Siri say “VoiceOver on.”
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Practice VoiceOver

Vision: Turn on Zoom

• Tap VoiceOver Practice. You’ll hear Siri say
“VoiceOver practice.”

• Zoom lets you zoom in and out so things on
your device’s screen look bigger or smaller

• Double-tap VoiceOver Practice to start
practicing. Try the following gestures and see
what happens:
o Tap
o Double-tap
o Triple-tap
o Swipe left, right, up, or down

• In the Vision menu, tap Zoom, then tap the
switch beside Zoom so it turns green

• When you finish practicing, tap Done. Then
double-tap Done to exit.
• You can tap the VoiceOver switch again to
turn it off
• Go back to Accessibility settings by tapping
the back arrow
at the top of your screen
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Using Zoom

Vision: Display & Text Size

• To zoom out, double-tap with three fingers

• You can use Display & Text Size settings
to change how your screen looks and the
size of your text

• To zoom in, double-tap with three fingers
again. Then drag with three fingers to move
left or right.

• In the Vision menu, tap Display & Text
Size

• You can tap the Zoom switch again to turn
it off
• Go back to Accessibility settings by tapping
the back arrow
at the top of your screen
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Bold Text and Larger Text settings

Increase the contrast

• To make the words on your screen look
bold, tap the switch beside Bold Text so it
turns green

• Increasing the contrast helps make text
easier to read, especially on colourful or
transparent backgrounds

• To make the words on your screen bigger
or smaller, first tap Larger Text

• Tap Back to return to Display & Text
Size. Then tap the switch beside Increase
Contrast so it turns green.

• Then tap the switch beside Larger
Accessibility Sizes so it turns green
• Now you can make text on your device
look bigger or smaller by dragging the slider
on the bottom of the screen left or right

• You can tap the Display & Text Size
switches again to turn them off
• Go back to Accessibility settings by
tapping the back arrow
at the top of your
screen
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Vision: Spoken Content

Highlight Content in Spoken Content

• Spoken Content settings let you use your
device’s text to speech reader. You can tap
on text that you want your device to read
out loud.

• Highlight Content lets you see highlighted
text when your device reads it out loud
• In the Spoken Content menu, tap
Highlight Content. Then tap the switch
beside Highlight Content so it turns green.

• In the Vision menu, tap on Spoken
Content

• Now, if you’re reading text on your device
and you want to hear it out loud, tap and
drag your finger your finger on the screen
to highlight the text. Then tap Speak. Your
device will highlight each word that it says
out loud.

• Tap the switch beside Speak Selection so
it turns green
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Change the voice of Spoken Content

Physical & Motor: Voice Control

• You can also change the voice of Spoken
Content on your device

• Voice Control lets you control your device
using your voice

• To change the voice, tap Back to return to
Spoken Content

• In the Physical & Motor menu, tap Voice
Control

• Tap Voices and choose one of the voice
options

• Tap the switch next to Voice Control so it
turns green

• You can tap all the Spoken Content
switches again to turn them off

• Tap Set Up Voice Control. Read the
instructions on how to use Voice Control.

• Go back to Accessibility settings by tapping
the back arrow
at the top of your screen
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Control your device with Voice Control

Write and edit text with Voice Control

• Now Voice Control is turned on and you can
control your device by speaking out loud

• You can use Voice Control to make your
device write or edit text

• If you want to open an app on your phone,
say “Open,” then the name of the app. For
example, “Open camera” opens the camera
app.

• You can start writing a note by saying “Take
a note.” The first line of the note becomes the
title or name of the note. For example, you can
say “Grocery List.”
• You can delete a letter you just wrote by
saying “Delete that”
• You can tap the Voice Control switch again
to turn it off
• Go back to Accessibility settings by tapping
the back arrow
at the top of your screen
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Hearing: Sound Recognition

Using Sound Recognition

• Sound Recognition lets your device’s
microphone listen to common sounds around
you, like a cat meowing or a doorbell. When
it hears those sounds, it sends you an alert.

• Tap Sounds. You can choose which sounds
your device should send alerts for by tapping
the switch next to them, like Door Bell or Fire
Alarm.

• In the Hearing menu, tap Sound
Recognition

• Remember that your device isn’t perfect.
If you see signs of danger, like smoke, don’t
wait for an alert from your device.

• Tap the switch next to Sound Recognition
so it turns green

• You can tap the Sound Recognition switch
again to turn it off
• Go back to Accessibility settings by tapping
the back arrow
at the top of your screen
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Hearing: Subtitles & Captioning

Customize Subtitles & Captioning

• You can use the Subtitles & Captioning
setting to add captions or subtitles for the Deaf
and hard of hearing (SDH) to videos you play
on your device

• You can change the way captions look by
tapping Style and choosing a caption style

• In the Hearing menu, tap Subtitles &
Captioning
• Tap the switch beside Closed Captions +
SDH so it turns green

• You can also create a new caption style by
changing the settings for the font, size, and
colour
• Tap Create New Style. Then tap Font, Size
or Colour.
• Change any of the style options to change
the look of the captions
• You can tap the Closed Captions + SDH
switch again to turn it off
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